What is Foldlt?
Foldlt is an online game in which people use their problem-solving skills to solve
a model of an unfolded protein for its best possible conformation. It has become
a useful innovation because usually,the process of using computers alone to solve
conformations is very time-consuming. FoldIt takes data of the best-folded proteins
from the user database and eventually introduces it to computer programs to help
them to learn how to fold proteins more efficiently than ever before.
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Next, Foldlt gathers data from player
fo lded models. This data is gathered in
order to make a comparison between
the accuracy of the models that were
fo lded by the players and the accuracy
models folded by either an expert in Cryo
EM technology or the current best protein
model-building algorithms.

I Foldit, 2019)

How does it work?
For the comparison, the accuracy
of the models folded by the players
and the accuracy of t he models fo lded
by an expert or by an algorithm are
is analyzed by standard electron
microscopy validation tools. The
quality of each model is measured
by factors such as electrostatic
properties, number, strength, and
position of hydrogen bonds, and
torsion angles of side chains and
secondary structures. jKh allbetal.,2019)

STEP 1:
The process starts when players are
given an unfolded model of a protein.
These models are digital representations
of the tertiary or quaternary strucures of
actual proteins, from simple ones to very
complex ones. These structures are relatively
simplified for the users, but contain depictions
of alpha-helicies and beta-sheets with
their own side-chains. 1•• •11beu1., 2019)

STEP
2:

Next, the players will try to
get the highest possible score
with their protein on Foldl t. This
is achieved when the players
find the most most stable
conformation for the protein.
In order to do this, the players
must drag different parts of
the protein and use their
problem-solving skills to clear
clashes between amino acid
side chains, clear voids between
secondary structures, form
hydrogen bonds between
beta-sheets, and more.
tKhatlb et al., 2019)
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After the comparison process, both the validated player
data and the problem-solving algorit hms generat ed from
it are introduced to computer programs designed for
protein fo lding. This data is introduced to these progra ms
in order to teach th em a bett er, more efficien t way of
solving protein structures. In addition, it will also help
reduce the time and effort needed from experts in solving
structures of these proteins themselves. l<hat1beu1., 20191
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